
Pittsburgh Shade Tree Commission 

August 21 2019 Minutes  

 3rd floor DPW large conference room 

Minutes 

 

 

9:00 AM Pre-quorum discussion- A brief discussion took place regarding a subcommittee to 

establish an updated PSTC mission statement. Matt E. offered to chair subcommittee, while 

Alicia C, Lisa C, and James S. offered their assistance as subcommittee members.    The 

mission will be submitted to the commissioners for approval at the next meeting. 

9: 10 AM Quorum  

1.  Matt E. motioned to approve Junes minutes. With noted corrections; under Tree 

Pittsburgh report, Kinsey is spelled “Kinsey” not “Kensey” and Churchill is one word.  Brian 

W. second the motion. The motion carried. 

2.  City Forester Report - Lisa worked with HR to update the Pruner exam, in anticipation 

of filling the 2 previously approved pruning positions. Lisa will be holding interviews with 

the Assistant Director of DPW Marcelle Newman to hire two Special Operators to replace 

the two drivers who left those positions.  

The tree removal/pruning contract came back with only 1 vender. The vender was previously 

released for quality of work and other issues. Lisa is planning on setting up meetings with 

contractors and procurement in hopes of recruiting more contractors by year’s end.  

3.  Tree Pittsburgh presentation -  oe Stavish, Tree Pittsburgh’s new Education 

Coordinator gave a presentation on the Tree Tender Program, as well as the yearly Arbor Day 

celebration.  Jake Milofsky, updated the commission on the 2019 Tree Care Team report. 

Jake reported that winter pruning crews work was estimated at $139,200. They pruned a total 

of 1160 trees with an initial investment of $19,000.  

4.  Tree Pittsburgh Report -  A lengthy discussion took place regarding ROW trees and 

maintenance. Forestry obviously needs more help as street trees are planted and tree tenders 

are no longer able to handle the pruning.   
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Pizza on the Porch was a success.  

Tree Pittsburgh its gearing up for tree planting season. There will be a tree planting in 

Highland Park. Highland Park has some of the highest canopy loss in the City.  

This past Saturday’s storm had a great impact on tree loss. Trees were down in Arsenal Dog 

Park, Allegheny Cemetery and multiple other places in Lawrenceville. Alicia C. asked the 

commission if there are alternative compliance funds to replace damaged and fallen trees in 

Lawrenceville, it was determined that Lawrenceville AC funding is almost depleted. But, it 

other neighborhoods haven’t used their allotment, it is possible to reassign monies upon 

approval of the commission. 

5.  New Business  -  A question was asked; How will the City help contribute to the Tree of 

Life planting? A discussion took place regarding STC’s finical contribution to support the 

Tree of Life tree planting memorial. It was noted that there is no agreement on what a 

physical memorial should be and therefore, we will wait until approached, but in the 

meantime express our support. 

Alicia motioned to financially support the Tree of Life memorial trees whenever the 3 

congregations are ready.  Matt E. seconded the motion. The motion carried.  

Andrea K. reported on the possible new building at Phipps Garden Center at Mellon. Some 

neighborhood residents are against this development and are unhappy with the large footprint 

of the building, although it has been reduced from the original drawings.  There is support 

however for expanding the education and “show” space which is not inadequate according to 

the clubs who use the facility. A discussion about “balance” took place regarding the Phipps 

Garden Center at Mellon Project.  

Jeff Bergman informed the Commission that Tree Vitalize received and approved 250 

application. 

 Mary motioned to adjourn.  


